Offices

Painters and
Decorators
in London

Flexible. Professional. Reliable.

www.thegoodpainter.co.uk

About us
We are a professional painting and decorating
company based in London, delivering the finest quality
commercial projects. Excellent service guaranteed,
delivered by our experienced painters and decorators
teams across London.
•

Available for painting and decorating all
day long, seven days a week

•

Prompt responses and available to book
as soon as the next day

•

Our professional painters are fully
qualified and highly experienced

•

Extended Health & Safety, Insurance and
Warranty

•

Finest standard quality and attention to details

Our Clients
Office Managers

Designers
Architects
Property Developers

BEST PAINTERS AND DECORATORS IN LONDON

Professional Landlords

The most extensive range of Painting and Decorating services
in London

Small Offices and
Workspaces

Large-scale
Commercial Spaces

Creative Spaces &
Studios

Exterior Painting &
Decorating

Transforming upcoming
and smaller businesses
in London of all types
and layouts to deliver a
beautiful and functional
workspace.

Creating a space for your
company to flourish and
strengthen creativity and
productivity, without
disturbing workers with
our flexible hours.

Inspiring studios and
creative spaces with
painting and decorating
services which represent
your brand and space to
the fullest potential.

As well as interior spaces,
exterior painting and
decorating services are
available to produce an
eye-catching and high
standard first impression.

Call us for a quote on 02077607672
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Why choose The Good Painter

EXPERIENCED
AND RELIABLE

FLEXIBLE HOURS
AND APPROACH

COMPETITIVE
PRICE

SUPERB SERVICE
AND QUICK TURN

FULLY INSURED
AND PROTECTED

Our team advises on
the best solutions
for your decorating
goals using highquality tools and
materials to achieve
perfect results.

We work all day and
every day to ensure
your commercial
project is completed
in time with minimal
disturbances to your
business.

Ensuring our quotes
are always accurate
and all-inclusive, we
offer competitive
prices, the finest
quality and exceptional
customer experience.

We will contact you
within immediately,
ensuring you’ll receive
an accurate quote
and your project is
completed within
required time-frame.

Guaranteed safety
to give you an
extra piece of mind
with our extended
Health and Safety,
Insurances and
Warranties.

Call us for a quote on 02077607672
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Case Study:

Newly fitted Office in
Sloane Square, London
Creating a luxurious and elegant space for
a recently opened office in Central London,
leading them to success and growth within
the company.

Call us for a quote on 02077607672

We deliver quality
painting and decorating of

SMALL OFFICES:
SOPHISTICATED SPACES
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Case Study:

Large-Scale Office located in
High Holborn, London
Delivering complete renovation in large
commercial Office, focusing on the brands
message and translating it to this exciting space.
Call us for a quote on 02077607672

We deliver quality
painting and decorating of

LARGE-SCALE OFFICES:
COMMERCIAL SPACE
www.thegoodpainter.co.uk

We deliver quality
painting and decorating of

OFFICE BUILDINGS:
REFINED OFFICES

Case Study:

Large-Scale Commercial
Office in Basil Street, London
Restoring a prominent and large commercial
office space back to high-quality with clean,
meticulous painting services.

Call us for a quote on 02077607672
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Stages
01

02

03

04

05

Initial consultation
and survey

Planning and
organising

Preparation and
painting

Cleaning

Handover

Professional team
gets in touch with
you to discuss your
Residential project,
your time schedule
and what the main
requirments are prior
to works.

We prepare
detailed plans and
documents for the
works needed, to
establish exact scope
of project. Timeline
is confirmed to suit
you.

Team arrives on site
with all the required
tools and materials,
protecting all surfaces
and furniture, and
preparing the space
for painting or
wallpapering.

Call us for a quote on 02077607672

Bringing properties
back to highquality standards,
while transforming
Residential spaces
to its best condition,
internally or
externally.

We follow up to
review everything
and discuss how to
maintain the surfaces,
issuing a detailed
digital copy of your
finishes schedule
reference.
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What makes our painters
and decorators different?

SPEEDY SERVICE

EASY PROCESS

TOP QUALITY

EXPERIENCED TEAM

Prompt on our responses
and available for
consultation as soon as
the next day, transforming
your site on the same
week!

Your only concern is to
book the consultation.
Our hassle-free painting
and decorating service
will guarantee excellent
results!

With our vast experience
and expertise, we use
superior materials and
give six months warranty
on every job for your
peace of mind!

We are proud to hire the
best painters and
decorators
and our professional
team makes us stand out
from the crowd!

Call us for a quote on 02077607672
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Need painting and decorating services?
Get our competitive quote today and
start the project as soon as tomorrow.

Contact us today for
our competitive quote
info@thegoodpainter.co.uk
23 Sussex Street, London, Westminster SW1V 4RR

www.thegoodpainter.co.uk
@thegoodpainter.london
@the_good_painter

The Good Painter
The Good Painter

